Office of the
Birbhum District Primary School Council
Suri, Birbhum

Memo No.- 54(d) Date- 14/01/13.

From-
The Chairman

To

Sub: Co-operation to Jharna Panda, Research Associate, Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta

You are hereby requested to co-operate Smt. Jharna Panda, Research Associate, Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta and her representative to carry out the research studies.

Dr. Raja Ghosh

Enclo.- List of Primary Schools certificate from Secretary, School Education Department.
Arnab Roy, IAS
Secretary
Department of School Education
Government of West Bengal

Dated, Kolkata, the 31st December, 2012

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Smt. Jharna Panda, Research Associate, Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta and her representatives will be collecting data from schools in Murshidabad, Coochbehar, Bankura, North 24-Parganas, South 24-Parganas and Birbhum for the purposes of research in school education.

This is to request Chairpersons, District Primary School Council, D.I. of Schools (Primary Education) and concerned A.D.I. and S.I. of Schools to render necessary cooperation to the representatives in the research works.

[Signature]
ARNAB ROY, IAS
Secretary
School Education Department
Government of West Bengal
| MD.BAZAR | SEKEDDA | SEKEDDA-X | SEKEDDA NO.-1 PRY. SCHOOL |
| MD.BAZAR NEW | 01 | I | |
| MD.BAZAR NEW | GONPUR | GONPUR-I | BANBATAPUR PRY.SCHOOL |
| MD.BAZAR NEW | 02 | GONPUR-IV | |
| MD.BAZAR NEW | BHARKATA | BHARKATA-VI | MATHURAPAHARI PRY.SCHOOL |
| MD.BAZAR NEW | 03 | BHARKATA-I | TANTULBANDI PRY.SCHOOL |
| MD.BAZAR | PURANAGRAM | PURANAGRAM-IX | USKA SANTAL PRY.SCHOOL |
| MD.BAZAR | 04 | PURANAGRAM-I | BATASPUR PRY.SCHOOL |
| MD.BAZAR | BHUTURA | BHUTURA-III | SUKNA PRY.SCHOOL |
| MD.BAZAR | 05 | BHUTURA-I | KHAIRAKURI PRY.SCHOOL |